Please read carefully before completing this form

- Please check the Scopus title list to determine whether the title you wish to suggest is already in Scopus. Please be aware that active Medline-sourced titles (see column M in the title list) may also be suggested for full Scopus coverage.
- New titles are reviewed on a continuous basis by the independent Scopus Content Selection & Advisory Board (CSAB).
- We strive to evaluate new title suggestions as quickly as possible, however, please allow for several months up to one year for the review process to be completed.
- The CSAB uses sample documents of published content to evaluate the quality of a title. We recommend that a title has published for at least two years before it is suggested for inclusion in Scopus and we may reject a title suggestion for review if the publication history is too short to review the title.
- You will be asked to provide sample PDFs as a final step in the title suggestion process. **It is not possible to complete the title suggestion process without uploading PDFs.**
- Be aware that the evaluation of a title is not influenced by the number of times it is suggested. Multiple submissions of the same title will only delay the review process.
- Review of your title suggestion does not guarantee selection of the title.

If you have any questions about the evaluation process, you can contact us at titlesuggestion@scopus.com.

* = mandatory field. Input is required

**Scopus Title Suggestion**

**A. Contact information**

- *Form of address:
- * Your first name and/or initials:
- * Your surname:
- * E-mail address:
- * Function:
- * Function other:
- * My institution has access to Scopus:
- Institute:
- Country:
- * Your relation **The users of my library read this title**
B. Serial title information

* Serial title (no abbreviations please):

Sub-title (if applicable):

Alternative serial title (e.g. parallel language title):

* Print and/or electronic ISSN ¹:
  - Print ISSN
  - Electronic ISSN
  - ISSN-L ²

¹ An ISSN registered with the International ISSN Centre is a minimum requirement for Scopus evaluation.
² ISSN-L is the ISSN (either print or electronic) which is considered the "main" ISSN of the title.

* Type of serial publication:

* Primary field:

  * Main field (max. 3):

    selected: - Agricultural & Biological Sciences (primary field)

  * Primary publisher:

    (Enter the publisher name or a part of the publisher name. If the publisher is not listed select "Other")

  * Primary publisher other:

* Country of publisher:
Suggestion - Title suggestion - Upload documents

The assessment of the actual content plays an important role in the evaluation of suggested titles. Therefore, we ask you to upload the three (3) most recent issues. If that is not possible, please upload nine (9) sample articles and a table of contents from the most recent issue(s). The uploaded documents must be in PDF or Microsoft Word format. The following conditions apply:

- Sample articles do need to contain an abstract of the article. The availability of English-language abstracts is a minimum criterion to be indexed in Scopus. Titles that do not have English abstracts may not be acceptable for review.
- If you cannot upload complete issues, please select 9 sample articles from the most recent issues and include at least one table of contents of a complete issue. The maximum number of documents that you can upload is 10.
- Only submit research articles or review articles as sample articles. Other document types such as book reviews or editorials are not considered as sample articles.
- The presence of either the 3 most recent issues, or the 9 most recent articles plus a table of contents file, is a minimum requirement in order for a title to be reviewed for Scopus indexing.
- **Please do not send us any issues by postal mail.** We only accept electronically submitted issues or articles.
- The maximum size of each document that you upload is 10MB.

You will receive an automatic e-mail confirmation within 24 hours of submission. If you do not receive an e-mail confirmation, please check your spam filter.

In case you have any questions, you can contact us at titlesuggestion@scopus.com.

☐ I am having technical difficulties uploading documents and will contact the Scopus team at titlesuggestion@scopus.com
Upload documents

Click 'Browse ...' to select document(s) to upload. Click 'Start upload' to start the upload.

Speed: Average:
Time: Remaining:

Uploaded documents

-- no document(s) uploaded --

If the title is Open Access, please provide a link to the online full text:

Additional information

* Please describe the aims & scope of the title (in English):

* What is the start year (of current title):

* Has this title undergone any name changes, mergers or splits: [ ] Yes [ ] No [ ] Don't know

* What is the start year of the first predecessor:

* Please describe the history of the title, preferably with the year of each merge/ split/ title change, as well as the actual titles and ISSNs of all predecessor titles:

Publisher contact name:

Publisher contact e-mail address:

Additional publisher contact name:
Additional publisher contact e-mail address:

Editorial contact name:

Editorial contact e-mail address:

Additional editorial contact name:

Additional editorial contact e-mail address:

* Please provide us with a link to the publication ethics and publication malpractice statement for this title:

http://

* Does the title have a homepage:

☐ Yes

☐ No

* Please state the URL:

http://

In case of an alternative homepage of the title (e.g. an English page if the main homepage is non-English), please state the URL of that homepage as well:

http://

* Is the content of this title available in electronic format:

☐ Yes

☐ No, it is published only in a print-version

* Please state the URL to the electronic content:

http://

* Frequency (nr. of issues per year):

☐ or Other:

* Nr. of items per year:
* Are all articles published in English:
  - Yes, all articles are published in English
  - No, only some articles are published in English
  - No, none of the articles are published in English

* Do all articles have English-language abstracts:
  - Yes, all articles have exclusively English-language abstracts; no abstracts in other language(s)
  - Yes, all articles have English-language abstracts; in addition abstracts in other language(s) are offered
  - No, only some abstracts are in English
  - No, none of the abstracts are in English
  - No, this journal/title does not have any abstracts, neither in English nor in other language(s)

* Do the articles have references in Roman alphabet:
  - All articles have references in Roman alphabet
  - Most articles have references in Roman alphabet
  - Few articles have references in Roman alphabet
  - No articles have references in Roman alphabet / There are no references

* Which type of peer review applies to this title:
  - Main editor peer review: Only one (or two) main editor(s) review and select all the submitted articles for each issue.
  - Open peer review: Reviewers are aware of the identity of the authors, and authors are also aware of the identity of reviewers. There are at least three or more reviewers for the total number of articles in each issue.
  - Single-blind peer review: Reviewers are aware of the identity of the authors, but authors are unaware of the identity of reviewers. There are at least three or more reviewers for the total number of articles in each issue.
Double-blind peer review: Reviewers are unaware of the identity of the authors, and authors are also unaware of the identity of reviewers. There are at least three or more reviewers for the total number of articles in each issue.

Other:

* URL of the editorial board: 

There is no editorial board or no link to the editorial board

* What is the geographic distribution of editors of the title:

- International - different continents
- International - same continent
- National - different institutes
- National - same institute

* Please list some examples of countries of editors (if any countries predominate, please indicate):

Provide information about the main handling editor(s) of the title. If there is more than one main handling editor, you can provide information for up to three editors.

* Name and first name (or initials) of main handling Editor:

* Affiliation main handling Editor:

* Country main handling Editor:

* Online professional information main handling Editor:

This editor has no publically available professional information

Name and first name (or initials) of main handling Editor 2:

Affiliation main handling Editor 2:
Country main handling Editor 2:

Name and first name (or initials) of main handling Editor 3:
Affiliation main handling Editor 3:
Country main handling Editor 3:

Online professional information main handling Editor 2:
http://

This editor has no publically available professional information

Online professional information main handling Editor 3:
http://

This editor has no publically available professional information

1 Please provide URL for online professional information of main handling editor(s): for example, curriculum vitae/resumé, institutional or personal homepage, LinkedIn profile, etc., preferably showing scientific publications, current affiliation and affiliation history, awards and grants received.

* What is the geographic distribution of authors publishing in this title:
- International - different continents
- International - same continent
- National - different institutes
- National - same institute

* Please list some examples of countries of authors (if any countries predominate, please indicate):

* Is the title (co-)published on behalf of a scientific society:
- Yes
- No
* Please state the society: 

Please state the society acronym: 

* Does the serial title have DOIs which are registered with CrossRef:  
  - Yes 
  - No 
  - Don't know 

Is the title (co-)published on behalf of a scientific society:  
  - Yes 
  - No 

* Please state the society: 

Please state the society acronym: 

* Does the serial title have DOIs which are registered with CrossRef:  
  - Yes 
  - No 
  - Don't know 

* Is the title already indexed in other bibliographic databases:  
  - Yes 
  - No 
  - Don't know 

* Please select the bibliographic database(s):  
  - Biological Abstracts 
  - BIOSIS Previews 
  - C A B Abstracts 
  - Chemical Abstracts 
  - Compendex 
  - Current Abstracts 
  - EBSCO 
  - Elsevier BIOBASE 
  - EMBASE 
  - EMCare 
  - EnCompassLIT 
  - GEOBASE 
  - GeoRef 
  - IBSS=Internat. Bibliography of the Social Sciences 
  - Inspec
* Is the title already indexed in other bibliographic databases:

* Does this title offer open access to its full-text content:
  - Yes
  - Yes, registered with DOAJ = Directory of Open Access Journals
  - Partly
  - No
  - Don't know

Other comments/ remarks:

Submit